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ABSTRACT

XML (Extensible Mark up language) is emerging as a tool for representing and exchanging data over the internet. When we want to store and query XML data, we can use two approaches either by using native databases or XML enabled databases. In this paper we deal with XML enabled databases. We use relational databases to store XML documents. In this paper we focus on mapping of XML DTD into relations. Mapping needs three steps: 1) Simplify Complex DTD’s 2) Make DTD graph by using simplified DTD’s 3) Generate Relational schema. We present an inlining algorithm for generating relational schemas from available DTD’s. This algorithm also handles recursion in an XML document.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As XML (extensible markup language) documents needs efficient storage. The concept of Relational data bases provides more mature way to store and query these documents. Research on storage of XML documents using relational databases are classified by two kinds : Schema oblivious storage, Schema Based storage. Schema oblivious storage does not use any DTD (document type definition) or XML schema to map XML document in to relations\textsuperscript{[4][5][6][7][8][9][10]}. Schema based storage requires DTD attached with the XML documents itself. In this paper we discuss mapping of XML DTD into relations with handling of recursion.

2. RELATED WORK

Shanmugasundaram [1] provides three basic Inlining algorithms for mapping XML DTD into relations: Basic, shared and Hybrid. In basic inlining, for each element in XML document, a relation is created. This will lead to excessive relations and when we process queries to these relations, this will lead to excessive joins. In shared inlining, the elements having single occurrence are inlined to its parent elements. This will reduce the number of relations as compared to Basic. In Hybrid, shared element i.e. the element having single occurrence but shared by many
parents are also inlined to its parent elements. Mustafa Atay [2] extends these algorithms by providing the concept of endID. endID is the maximum id of the descendants of an element. For every element that is to be inlined, an endID is stored. This is helpful when we reconstruct the document. Lu [3] provides a separate edge table for storing elements having multiple occurrences.

3. PROPOSED WORK

We discuss the concept of Inlining in detail. Inlining is basically to store the information of the child element with its parent element in the same relation. Elements having indegree = 1 i.e. the element having one parent can be inlined into same relation of its parent element. Indegree is the number of incoming edges to a node where a node represents an element itself in XML document.

The first step to generate the relational schema from available DTD is to simplify the complexities of DTD i.e. solve +, *, |, ? operators of DTD.

+ Operator means one or many. i.e. one element can occur one or many times in XML document.

* Operator means zero or many i.e. one element can occur zero or more times in XML document.

| Operator means choice.

? Optional operator means whether element occurs or not

Suppose e, e1, e2 denotes elements itself. Then Resolve DTD by these rules :-

1. e** → e*
2. (e+) → e*
3. e+ → e*
4. e1 | e2 → (e1, e2)
5. (e, e1) | (e, e2) → (e, e1, e2)
6. e? → e
7. e - - e - - → e*
8. e* - - e → e*
9. e - - e* → e*
10. e* - - e* → e*

Next step is to make the graph of the simplified DTD. A DTD graph is the graphical representation of the XML document type definitions. In this graph, nodes are represented by elements and attributes of DTD and edges represents their parent-child relationships. Cycles represents recursion between elements of the documents. We represent two edges in this graph.

Single edge →

Multiple edge →
Elements having single occurrences are denoted by single edge and having multiple occurrences are denoted by multiple *edges. After making simplified DTD graph, last step is to generate relational schema based on simplified DTD graph. This is the algorithm for generating relational schema:

**Algorithm 1: XML DTD Mapping**

Input: DTD graph  
Output: Relational Schema  

1. For the nodes in the DTD graph having indegree = 0 , Create Relation.  
   1.1. In relation, introduce an attribute id which serves as primary key in the relation.  
   1.2. Introduce an attribute RootElem for that element to specify whether the element is a root or not.  
2. For the nodes having indegree = 1 Inline them with their parent elements.  
3. For the nodes having indegree >1 with single occurrence, inline them with their parent elements.  
4. For the nodes having multiple occurrence i.e. *edge in DTD graph having indegree =1, Create relation.  
   4.1. In Relation, introduce the attribute id.  
   4.2. Introduce attribute parent id to specify the id of parent element.  
5. Nodes having multiple occurrences with indegree > 1 , Create Relation.  
   5.1. In Relation, introduce an attribute id for identification for that node.  
   5.2. Introduce an attribute Parent type to specify the parent element.  
   5.3. Introduce an attribute Parent id to specify the id of the parent.  
   5.4. Introduce an attribute Node type to specify the name of node.  
6. If the nodes having cycles in the DTD graph then  
   6.1. If cycle contains only single edges create relation for one of the element in the cycle.  
   6.2. If the cycle contains one *edge and one single edge. Make Relations for both of the elements with an id reference of single edge element stored in *edge element.  
   6.3. If the cycle contains both *edges then create Relations for both of the elements.
4. A COMPLETE EXAMPLE

```xml
<! Doctype Document [ 
<! ELEMENT Document (company)> 
<! ELEMENT company (dept*, employee+, projects+, cname)> 
<! ELEMENT dept (dname?, employee+, company)> 
<! ELEMENT employee (id, name, address, designation, project+)> 
<! ELEMENT project (ptitle, pno | location)> 
<! ELEMENT name (firstname?, lastname?)> 
<! ELEMENT ptitle (# PCDATA) >. 
<! ELEMENT dname (# PCDATA) >. 
<! ELEMENT pno (# PCDATA)> 
<! ELEMENT location (# PCDATA) > 
<! ELEMENT address (# PCDATA) > 
<! ELEMENT designation (# PCDATA)> 
<! ELEMENT cname (# PCDATA)> 
<! ELEMENT firstname (# PCDATA)> 
<! ELEMENT lastname (# PCDATA)> 
] }
```

After simplification of DTD’s by applying the rules given above, the DTD becomes:

```xml
<! ELEMENT company (dept*, employee*, project*, cname)> 
<! ELEMENT dept (dname, employee*, company)> 
<! ELEMENT employee (id, name, designation, project*)> 
<! ELEMENT project(ptitle, pno, location)> 
<! ELEMENT name (first name, last name)> 
```
In this case, we are having cycles at root element. Two kinds of cycles exist here. One cycle exists between employee and project element. Both elements have multiple occurrences and recursive to each other. Second cycle exists between company and dept. Company is the root element of the document. Dept has multiple occurrences. Both cycles will be handled according to the algorithm given above.

The corresponding relational schema becomes:

- **Company** (id, root elem : true, cname)
- **Dept** (id, parent id, dname ,company. id)
- **Employee** (id, parent type, parent id, node type, name.firstname, name.lastname, address, designation)
- **Project** (id, parent id, parent type, node type, pno, ptitle, location)

5. **CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper we have given the inlining algorithm which will generate relational schema of the given XML DTD. Although recursion in XML documents is not very common but we have discussed it and also elaborate that how it will be handled while generating the relations. In future research will extend this concept in query processing of XML documents and translation of XML queries in to SQL queries.
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